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Early Learning
Tips for Parenting
Promoting and Practicing
Self-Regulation Skills
“Self regulation is the foundational
component to emotional wellbeing and
lifelong success” Dr. Becky Bailey.

What is Self-Regulation?
Self-Regulation is the ability to regulate our
thoughts, feelings, and actions. It includes
being able to: regulate reactions to strong
emotions like frustration, excitement, anger
and embarrassment; calm down after
something exciting or upsetting.

We have all experienced times where our
emotions get the best of us and we handle
situations in a less than productive or helpful
manner. To make mistakes is to be human.
The question is are we willing to take a
conscious approach to our emotional
wellbeing and of our children’s?

The Core Features of Emotional
Wellbeing

● Identify and understand one’s own
feelings.

● Accurately read and comprehend
emotional states in others.

● Manage the expression of strong
emotions in a constructive manner.

● Regulate one’s own behavior.
● Develop empathy for others.
● Establish and sustain relationships

(National Scientific Council on the Developing child,

2005)

Assessing Our Own State
First things first, hit the pause button. Take a
breath (or maybe several), and determine
where my brain is at this moment.  Am I in a
state of survival? Am I emotional? Am I in an
executive state? This is so important because
I can not lend my calm, problem solving self
to children if I am not in an executive state.

Possible Behaviors for Each
Brain State
Survival State skills tend to be physical

● Physical aggression, screaming,
withdrawal, run, surrender,
disassociate

Emotional State skills tend to be verbal

● Social aggression, name calling,
victim, martyr, guilt, manipulation

Executive State skills

● Goal directed, problem solving,
solution oriented, caring and
motivated, responsible



What Can I Do to Help My Child
Regulate?
“Composure is self-regulation in action. It is
the prerequisite skill adults need before
disciplining children” Dr. Becky Bailey.

Be a STAR!

Smile, Take a deep breath And Relax.

Then when we have composure we can:

● Focus on what we want the child to
accomplish.

● Use connection instead of control as
the motivation to behave.

● Celebrate the child’s successes and
choices.

● See the situation from the child’s
perspective as well as our own.

● Teach the child how to communicate
desires and frustrations in a
socially-acceptable manner.

● Hold the child accountable to those
teachings.

Self-Regulation and the skill of composure is
so important that we make it our first
priority.  Without it we tend to focus on what
we don’t want to happen (“Stop that this
minute!”) and we only see from our own
point of view. (“You are driving me crazy!”)
Then we punish or reward rather than teach
(“Go to your room. I don’t want to see you

until dinner!”) or (“If you are good, you can
have candy when we are done!)

Remember to first upload calm by hitting
that pause button. Notice your child’s body
language and describe it. (“Your
feet/body/face are going like this…”). When
your child makes eye contact, take a S.T.A.R.
breath.  Children  will naturally download
your calm through mirror neurons in the
brain.  Offer the child choices or provide
specific instructions.

Resources:
Here is a link to a video: Building Emotional
Literacy in Preschoolers with Conscious
Discipline

Posters and directions: Save Place Breathing
Icons

Conscious Discipline Website Free
Resources

For further information contact Tara Lund,
Early Learning Parent & Family Teacher
952-758-1762 or email tlund@isd721.org
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